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SOLUTION BRIEF

KNOW THE CYBER EXPOSURE
OF EVERY ASSET, ON ANY
PLATFORM, AT ALL TIMES
Maximize the maturity and efficiency of your
risk-based VM program

LEGACY VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT TOOLS
HAVE FAILED
While vulnerability management tools have been in use for more than a decade, cyber risk continues to relentlessly
rise. Cloud assets and web apps remain unassessed, enabling potentially dangerous vulnerabilities to remain
undetected. To combat this issue, security leaders purchase a variety of single-purpose tools to gain visibility
across their attack surface. But since these tools were never intended to work together, security teams are forced to
manually stitch together the massive amounts of disparate security data to determine what is happening across
their environment.
This patchwork approach leaves teams chronically behind — buried in vulnerabilities that their policies and SLAs
require they fix, even when they know that only a small portion of them pose any risk.

TENABLE.EP ADVANCES THE
RISK-BASED REVOLUTION
The Tenable Exposure Platform (Tenable.ep) is a comprehensive risk-based vulnerability management solution that
enables enterprises to know the cyber exposure of every asset, on any platform, at all times — and evolve from trying
to fix everything with a critical CVSS score to taking a risk-based approach that focuses time and resources on fixing
what matters most. With Tenable.ep, you’ll be able to:

Eliminate blind spots
to address your entire attack surface, including modern assets across cloud, containers, web
apps and operational technology environments

Get a unified view
of all your assets and vulnerabilities in a single dashboard alongside key threat, exploit and
prioritization metrics

Add risk-based capabilities at any time
without the painful procurement process that’s normally associated with purchasing new tools

Compare your cyber exposure
across business units and in relation to industry peers, so you can determine where and when to
make key investments

Measure security program maturity
to discover areas for process improvement, so you can achieve your full risk reduction potential

All-in-One Platform Scales to Meet Your Enterprise Needs
As organizations mature, security leaders often scramble to add new functionality that provides advanced insights
into their vulnerabilities and how to prioritize their team’s efforts. But that process typically requires a formal budget
request, working across the organization to ensure that new tools are properly implemented and then diligently
integrating them with the rest of your security stack.
Tenable.ep solves this challenge. It enables you to add new capabilities or environments at any time, without the
cost of procurement or the need to collate security data across multiple tools. Instead, everything you need for a
comprehensive risk-based vulnerability management solution is built-in and ready to use, and the entire package is
managed by a single, flexible asset-based licensing model for greater simplicity and efficiency.

With Tenable.ep, security teams can allocate their product license to any combination of traditional IT assets, web
applications, container images and cloud instances, and modify their allocation as business priorities or compliance
needs evolve. And since all components were developed to work together, all of your asset and vulnerability data is
unified in a single dashboard, making it easy to assess and accurately prioritize your team’s efforts, so they can reduce
the greatest amount of risk with the least amount of effort.

Advanced Capabilities Help Conquer Your Cyber Risk
In addition to streamlining your vulnerability management, Tenable.ep delivers deep business insights that empower
you to calculate, communicate and compare your cyber risk exposure over time with that of your industry peers.
These advanced capabilities enable you to better understand the overall effectiveness of your security program and
provide a key guide for strategic decision-making. By measuring the maturity of your assessment and remediation
processes, Tenable.ep helps you determine where to make key adjustments or additional investments to maximize
your efficiency.

ACT NOW TO CLOSE YOUR CYBER EXPOSURE GAP
Legacy vulnerability management tools are no match for the speed and complexity of modern computing
environments. Tenable.ep delivers all the visibility and capabilities you need, managed by one license for simple
procurement and easy deployment. Visit our solution webpage to learn how the Tenable Exposure Platform can
empower your security organization to start putting a risk-based strategy into practice today.
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